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Nigeria 2013-06-06 nigeria the united states most important strategic partner in west africa is in grave trouble while nigerians
often claim they are masters of dancing on the brink without falling off the disastrous administration of president goodluck
jonathan the radical islamic insurrection boko haram and escalating violence in the delta and the north may finally provide the
impetus that pushes it into the abyss of state failure in this thoroughly updated edition john campbell explores nigeria s post
colonial history and presents a nuanced explanation of the events and conditions that have carried this complex dynamic and
very troubled giant to the edge central to his analysis are the oil wealth endemic corruption and elite competition that have
undermined nigeria s nascent democratic institutions and alienated an increasingly impoverished population however state
failure is not inevitable nor is it in the interest of the united states campbell provides concrete new policy options that would
not only allow the united states to help nigeria avoid state failure but also to play a positive role in nigeria s political social and
economic development
Milestones in Nigerian History 1980 eight nigerian academics including the distinguished historian of africa j f ade ajayi
here present a history of the slave trade their perspective is that the focus has hitherto been primarily on the external trade
particularly the trans atlantic trade to europe the americas and the caribbean and less so on the equally important and much
older trans saharan and trans indian ocean trades the launch pad for the external trade the profusion of documents and
records on the european and american aspects and the absence of african voices in these records has given rise to this
however new methods and approaches resulting from the revolution in historiography where non written sources especially the
use of oral history and oral traditions are increasingly enabling the capture not only of the african voices but also the
indigenous memories concerning the institutions the expanding interest in african diaspora studies and the intervention of
unesco through their slave route project since 1993 have given increased attention to the indigenous slave trade and slavery
in africa structured to address important themes in slavery and slave trade studies in the nigeria region there are fourteen
major themes presented in nine chapters an important strength of the book is that each contributor is from the area of focus
and thus a speaker of one or more of the indigenous languages and able to collect the oral traditions histories and memories of
the groups
Ethnic Pluralism and Ethnicity in Nigeria 1990 this report collates findings which surveys aspects of poverty in nigeria
from social political economic environmental and technological perspectives measuring poverty in nigeria should prove useful
to development organizations and other representatives of civil society engaged in promoting good governance in nigeria
Slavery and Slave Trade in Nigeria 2010 previously a neglected area women s studies is now a recognized field of study in
nigeria with more than 500 annotated entries this bibliography documents the literature on nigerian women it covers material
from books journals theses dissertations government documents and conference papers from 1975 to 1993 the most recent
date for which published nigerian sources are available entries appear in chapters devoted to agriculture and economy
national development education and training health home and family and labor force and workplace a valuable source of data
on women in nigeria the book will be useful for researchers and planners interested in women in this country and women in
general
Violence and Politics in Nigeria 1982 this is the first volume of wole soyinka s acclaimed series of autobiographical works
ake is soyinka s record of his childhood in colonial nigeria he tells the tales of his schooldays and adventures recollecting fears
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and dangers
Measuring Poverty in Nigeria 2003 this book focuses on the nigerian hometown association hta htas are based on ties of
kinship and ancestry but are products of migrations and urbanization and are therefore of contemporary vintage associational
life was and remains an important part of nigerian social structure and hometown associations have evolved into the most
visible form of that associational life though they vary in many respects htas have a few common properties a crucial one
being that they have significance both at home and abroad at home the focus is on improvement though the specifics of what
is to be improved and who decides is the subject of struggle abroad the focus is dual maintaining connections with home but
also providing a supportive environment for people in a place where they are regarded as strangers these studies illuminate
the vitality of a fast developing society they include case studies of hometown associations operating across the country as
well as integrative studies comparing the htas across such important dimensions as gender relations connections to formal
government and as agents of change
Democratic Experiment in Nigeria 1987 building on earlier works on the african video film movement this book discusses
the dynamics of finance in the nigerian traveling theatre christian morality plays in nigeria television docudrama as alternative
records of history nigerian tele drama and propaganda money and mercantilism in nigerian historical plays history of the ori
olokun theatre and the socio economic construct of the nigerian home video film
Who's who in Nigeria 1990 about the book nigeria s space journey understanding its past reshaping its future is about space
and its impact on a developing country with nigeria as a case study the book focuses on the steps nigeria is taking to achieve
its space and related goals it is divided into six main sections space in human lives space efforts in nigeria reawakening of
nigeria nigeria s space priorities contributions to the resolution of global concerns and moving ahead when in 1962 a 40 pound
meteorite from mars named zagami landed in nigeria it was a significant space encounter for the nation soon after in 1963 was
the equally historic first ever live satellite telephone conversation between america s then youngest president and nigeria s
first prime minister was space beckoning nigeria eventually took the plunge in 2001 and defined its space objective in these
words to make nigeria build indigenous competence in developing designing and building appropriate hardware and software
in space technology as an essential tool for its socio economic development and enhancement of the quality of life of its people
however instead of pursuing the above objective nigeria swallowed the bait of the satellite merchants that touted the
acquisition of micro satellites as the quickest and cheapest way to space for the developing countries with a focus on the
upstream end of the technology a string of such acquisitions soon became the centrepiece of the nation s space programme
acquisitions which have taken the nation off course and away from attaining the goals articulated in the above national space
objective the book examines and analyses the lessons nigeria has learned on such a space journey to date it concludes that
the nation s space efforts have not delivered as promised and that the nation s space journey should be redefined and
redesigned for nigeria to attain its space and related goals as nigeria looks to the future it must effectively utilise its natural
endowments to earn its badge of honour as a space capable country with an initial focus on the downstream impact of the
technology thus it would need to retool its own science and technology s t capabilities and utilise these assets to enhance its
economic development and improve the wellbeing of its people the book draws on a number of examples from other nations
and addresses how nigeria could learn and benefit from their experience nigeria s steadfast commitment to the adoption and
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implementation of the proposed priorities in this book will enable it to secure its passport to its own future as a knowledge
society and a developed country it will also empower the nation to shape its own space and economic future become a leading
partner and voice in determining africa s future and be a reliable collaborator in the solution of global problems by
conscientiously following these approaches nigeria should be able to proclaim in the near future that space is our operational
tool of development
The State and Women in Nigeria 1992 this title was first published in 2002 addressing the burning questions confronting the
nigerian nation state today this book explores the diverse dimensions and voices apparent in the challenges surrounding the
national question highlighting a range of under researched and unexplored issues it theoretically and empirically examines key
aspects of the national question discourse and debate in nigeria the contributors bring wide and varied experiences to bear on
the volume and employ both these experiences and the multidisciplinary approach to illuminate and enrich the issues under
study the national question in nigeria identifies challenges that must be addressed if the nation is to survive and critical issues
that have been left unresolved and now threaten the nation state it is essential reading for social scientists policy makers
politicians ngo activists and all observers and students of nigerian history and politics
Women in Nigeria 1996-06-21 part of the research in ethnic relations series this study provides a comprehensive overview of
the ethnicity and development in 20th century nigeria
Politics and Governance in Nigeria 2004 this up to date new edition provides an accessible introduction to the politics of
contemporary nigeria lucidly written the text features comprehensive coverage of important institutional and policy issues in
nigeria including the latest information on environmental health and human rights issues
Aké 2000 this book investigates the devastating impacts of the boko haram terrorist campaign in nigeria reflecting on the
group s historical context organizational dynamics and emerging trajectories since its inception in 2002 boko haram s terrorist
campaign has become one of the major threats to security and human development in west africa killing tens of thousands of
people and displacing many more this book reflects on the origins and development of boko haram contextualizing it in the
global trend of militant islamist movements it delves into the tactics of the organization their deployment of sexual and gender
based violence against women and human rights abuses in the war against them the war against boko haram has seen
engagement from the international community national and regional military operations and also a range of civilian led
movements this book reflects on the roles of these different actors and the emerging trajectories that need to be considered in
order to eradicate boko haram drawing on a range of disciplinary perspectives this book will be of interest to researchers
across the fi elds of sociology political science african studies and peace and conflict studies
Hometown Associations 1998 this work explores the operation and regulation of copyright collective management in nigeria
the nexus between creativity and copyright and how creativity has played a pivotal role in development is explained the need
to balance the interests of authors and users is discussed and the societies representing the interest of copyright owners are
illustrated further nigeria s legal framework for collective management is enunciated from a pre independence and post
independence perspective in the course of this regulatory challenges encountered in the administration of collective
management organizations steps so far taken to address the problems legislative reforms and judicial decisions are discussed
a path to the new regime is chartered the south african copyright collective management system is explored and a comparison
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between the nigerian and south african system is made thereby the need for supervisory and regulatory agencies of
government is shown to seek the national interest regarding the collective administration of copyright and related rights then
suggestions for improvement and lessons for africa are provided
Theatre in Nigeria 2007 in recent years information and communication technologies icts have been linked with
socioeconomic development with the assumption that they can be harnessed for economic growth in developing countries and
facilitate integration into the global information society however very few studies in the ict for development field examine the
direct connections between icts and socioeconomic growth information and communication technologies in nigeria prospects
and challenges for development is a compelling account of the development of icts in nigeria it examines the ict policy
framework and the societal context within which application of the technologies emerged and highlights the potentials of icts in
socioeconomic development however this book also demonstrates through interviews and case studies that icts are not the
panacea to underdevelopment constraining factors in different countries can limit their capacity to succeed the author employs
a rare multidisciplinary approach that makes the book appealing and accessible to a diverse range of readership
Nigeria's Space Journey 2017-05-04 a dazzling memoir of an african childhood from nobel prize winning nigerian novelist
playwright and poet wole soyinka ake the years of childhood gives us the story of soyinka s boyhood before and during world
war ii in a yoruba village in western nigeria called ake a relentlessly curious child who loved books and getting into trouble
soyinka grew up on a parsonage compound raised by christian parents and by a grandfather who introduced him to yoruba
spiritual traditions his vivid evocation of the colorful sights sounds and aromas of the world that shaped him is both lyrically
beautiful and laced with humor and the sheer delight of a child s eye view a classic of african autobiography ake is also a
transcendantly timeless portrait of the mysteries of childhood
The National Question in Nigeria 2017-11-01 ethnic minority conflicts and governance in nigeria explores and analyses the
underlying sources and salient features of recent ethnic minority conflicts in nigeria the largely controversial policies by which
the nigerian state has sought to contain these conflicts and the prospects and preconditions for a more stable and equitable
system of federal governance in the country through an insightful examination of two most recent minority conflicts in the
country the author probes the contemporary problems of ethnic minorities he appraises the management of the conflicts by
the state and proffers appropriate policy responses for the resolution of the country s ethnic minority problems the book is
recommended to policy makers students of history and political science academicians and the general public
Ethnicity and Development in Nigeria 1995 the study is concerned with preserving and transmitting indigenous culture the
traditional family modes of social and economic organisation religious life and moral education the spread of western education
from the nineteenth century contemporary western cultural hegemony indigenous and western cultural values the spread of
arabic cultures islam and islamic education in nigeria and means of integrating the various cultural heritages for a sustainable
future
Ethics in Nigerian Culture 1982 colonialism and violence in nigeria looks closely at the conditions that created a legacy of
violence in nigeria toyin falola examines violence as a tool of domination and resistance however unequally applied to get to
the heart of why nigeria has not built a successful democracy falola s analysis centers on two phases of nigerian history the
last quarter of the 19th century when linkages between violence and domination were part of the british conquest and the first
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half of the 20th century which was characterized by violent rebellion and the development of a national political consciousness
this important book emphasizes the patterns that have been formed and focuses on how violence and instability have
influenced nigeria today
Politics in Nigeria 2002 foreword by larry diamond
Boko Haram’s Terrorist Campaign in Nigeria 2021-11-29 this book brings together a selection of the leading essays of j f ade
ajayi written over a forty year period 1958 1998 many of them hitherto unpublished ajayi emeritus professor of history at the
university of ibadan nigeria is a pioneer africanist known worldwide for his contribution to the development of african studies
and nigerian history this important work firmly established him as a leading african historian and illuminates the underlying
causes of political instability in nigeria and elsewhere in africa
Copyright Collective Administration in Nigeria 2013-02-26 with her award winning debut novel purple hibiscus
chimamanda ngozi adichie was heralded by the washington post book world as the 21st century daughter of chinua achebe
now in her masterly haunting new novel she recreates a seminal moment in modern african history biafra s impassioned
struggle to establish an independent republic in nigeria during the 1960s with the effortless grace of a natural storyteller
adichie weaves together the lives of five characters caught up in the extraordinary tumult of the decade fifteen year old ugwu
is houseboy to odenigbo a university professor who sends him to school and in whose living room ugwu hears voices full of
revolutionary zeal odenigbo s beautiful mistress olanna a sociology teacher is running away from her parents world of wealth
and excess kainene her urbane twin is taking over their father s business and kainene s english lover richard forms a bridge
between their two worlds as we follow these intertwined lives through a military coup the biafran secession and the
subsequent war adichie brilliantly evokes the promise and intimately the devastating disappointments that marked this time
and place epic ambitious and triumphantly realized half of a yellow sun is a more powerful dramatic and intensely emotional
picture of modern africa than any we have had before from the hardcover edition
Mass Media in Nigeria 2007 set in nigeria amid the scenes of everyday racketeering and general disquiet the police try to clear
the area of undesirables as a traditional wedding between two illustrious and ambitious families is about to take place this play
is by nobel prize winner wole soyinka
Information and Communication Technologies in Nigeria 2009
Gender Issues in Nigeria 1996
Ake 1984-12
Social Change in Nigeria 1986
Ethnic Minority Conflicts and Governance in Nigeria 1996
CHILD MARRIAGE IN NIGERIA:THE HEALTH HAZARDS AND SOCIO-LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 2005
Culture and Education in Nigeria 2009
Colonialism and Violence in Nigeria 2004
The Domestication of English in Nigeria 1987
Combating Smuggling in Nigeria 1999
A Concise History of Education in Nigeria 2001
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Federalism and Ethnic Conflict in Nigeria 2002
Traditional Administrative System in Nigeria 2006
June 12 2000
Tradition and Change in Africa 2007-09-04
Half of a Yellow Sun 1980
A Geography of Rural Development in Nigeria 1995
The Beatification of Area Boy
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